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ARTIEMMadrid hotel will become your home away from home
when you’re in the city for business. This corner is perfect to
hold a meeting, get inspired to work, follow your sports routine
and, of course,disconnect from the rhythm of the capital.

Here, you will find peace and rest. You will fall in love with this
little urban oasiswith a lot of “green”designed to become
the refuge to return to relax after a very intense day in Madrid.

A hotel where you can feel at home. For this, the renovated and
cozy space The Green is transformed during the day and adapts
to your needs, the gymwill be your best ally to release tensions
and the rooms, the ideal universe to enjoy the real rest.

In addition, ARTIEMMadrid, a four-star hotel, was the winner of
the 2018 “Hotel Feliz”Award, awarded by Tourism of the City
of Madrid, and is positioned among the best hotels in the
capital for a different and special business trip. Where you will
find the balance between body and mind.

To this it’s also added that ARTIEMHotels is one of the 50 best
companies to work for in Spain,recognition that it has obtained
for the seventh year in a row.

ARTIEM has been certified by B Lab, after fulfilling the highest
standards on terms of social and environmental performance,
transparency, and corporate esponsibility. B Lab Spain it is a
nonprofit organization whose goal is to promote a global
movement of people who use their businesses to create a
positive impact in the world.
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WEWANT TO BE
PART OF YOUR

experience



The rooms of ARTIEMMadrid hotel are spacious rooms designed for a restful sleep. In the
bathroom, the rain shower guarantees a sensation shower; Meanwhile, in the room, it is the
king sizebed that will help you wake up like new and the pillow selectionwill guarantee your
sweet dreams. You will be able to choose between four types of rooms:
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Urban Room:
interior, between 23.5 and 27.5
m2.

Urban Big Deluxe Room:
exterior, between 33 and 36 m2.

Urban Big Room:
exterior, between 28 and 30.5 m2.

Urban Top Terrace Room:
junior suite with private
terrace.
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Releasetensions at ARTIEMMadrid. The hotel’s 40 square meters gym,open 24
hours a day, features state-of-the-art TechnoGym machinery, towels and a cold
water fountain. Specificallythere are:
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· Treadmill.
· Elliptical.
· Spinning bike.
· Rowing machine.
· Pulley machine.
· Weight rack.
· Adjustable bench.
· Multi-station (Plurima).
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The ARTIEMMadrid hotel is equipped with
Growth and Development Spaces (ECD),
special places to grow personally and
professionally. Becausedoing quality work
is what matters to you, we provide the right
conditions for it: good light, good sound,
comfort and everything you need.

Important meetings, creative workshops,
informal meetings, conferences, trainings...
The new ARDEMMadrid ECDsadapt to
you to make sure your meeting ends as
a success.Also,our team of experts in event
organization is involved and accompanies
you so that everything runs smoothly.

Equipped with the best technology and
with lots of natural light, these Growth and
DevelopmentSpaceshave been designed
to encourage creativity and innovation
to the fullest.



Multifunctional space of 61 sq meters with natural light and flexibility in the set-up,
being adaptable to meetings, conferences, workshops, but also ideal for organizing yoga
sessions,meditation and other sport activities.

ECD 61001

SET-UPS
School: 35 people.
Circular: 18 people.
Imperial: 12 people.

· Capacity: up to 35 people depending
on the distribution.

· Technical equipment: screen,
projector, flip chart and speakers.

· Material: folders, folios, pens, water
and fruit.

· Food & Beverage: possibility of
including coffee break or finger buffet.
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Multifunctional space of 61 sq meters with natural light and flexibility in the set-
up, being adaptable to meetings, conferences, workshops, but also ideal for
organizing yoga sessions,meditation and other sport activities.

ECD 61001

SET-UPS
School: 35 people.
Circular: 18 people.
Imperial: 12 people.
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Multifunctional space of 29 sq meters with natural light and optional exit to
the outdoor terrace. Ideal for more informal events,meetings or workshops
with your team.

ECD 29002
· Capacity: up to 16 people
depending on the distribution.

· Technical equipment: 65” smart TV,
projector, flip chart and speakers.

· Material: folders, folios, pens, water
and fruit.

· Food & Beverage: possibility of
including coffee break or finger buffet.

SET-UPS
School 1: 16 people.
School 2: 8 people.
Imperial: 12 people.
Semicircular: 8 people.
Possibility to combine with
the chill out terrace and have
30 sq meters outdoors.
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Multifunctional space of 29 sq meters with natural light and optional exit to
the outdoor terrace. Ideal for more informal events,meetings or
workshops with your team.

ECD 29002

SET-UPS
School 1: 16 people.
School 2: 8 people.
Imperial: 12 people.
Semicircular: 8 people.
Possibility to combine with
the chill out terrace and have
30 sq meters outdoors.
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ARTIEM Madrid’s hotel terrace is the perfect space for those special private events,
cocktailsor afterworks. Its 60 sq meters are ideal for a unique gathering. Also,part
of its surface can be combined with ECD290 and enjoy an evenmore unique event.

TERRACE03
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Welcome to the more welcoming, warm and special space of ARTIEM Madrid. The Green’s+160
sq meters, located on the ground floor, are transformed during the day to adapt to your
needs.Breakfast, snack,work with background music or relax as if you were sitting in your own
livingroom.

A placewhere free drinks and snackswill be offered at any time of the day, along with a honesty
bar for you to prepare your cocktails, device loading spaces,60 sq meters chill out terrace,
individual and group work areas, relaxation areas and background music.

WORKING
AREAS
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SNACKS &
DR INKS 24 / 7

Enjoy free drinks and
snacks, available at any
time for hotel guests.

INFORMAL
WORKSPACES

Individual and coworking
spaces, where to develop
ideas and carrying out
your projects.

HONESTY
BAR

A corner for you to prepare
your favorite cocktails. Write
down what you consume
and it will be added to your
room account.

REST
AREAS

You will find sofas and
comfortable armchairs to
read, chat or rest your
mind from work.

MUS IC AND GOOD
ATMOSPHERE

Get inspired by a pleasant
and bright atmosphere, and
let yourself get carried
away with relaxing music
in the background.

MORE THAN 160 SQ
METERS OF SURFACE

Different integrated spaces,
designed to make you feel
free, like home.

WIF I AND
LOADING AREAS

Work comfortably and without
interruptions by connecting
to our high speed Wi-Fi
network.

TERRACE
CHILL OUT

60 sq meters of outdoor
terrace to relax and simply
breathe fresh air. Can you
imagine how good your
coffee will taste here?
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ARTIEMMadrid hotel has a very wide gastronomic offer that adapts to the needs of
any event or meeting that is worth its salt. At your disposal,a coffee break serviceand
another finger buffet catering so that the meetings end with the best possible taste.

Tell uswhat you need, we prepare it.

GASTRO05



Paramás información visita,
artiemhotels.com

+34 912 911 500

Lorenzo Vilariño
ARTIEMMadrid Manager

DISCOVER THE
NEW PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE.
Wewait for you at ARTIEM Madrid.


